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STEVENS POINT — High-capacity water wells didn’t arrive in Wisconsin until about 60 years ago, but my 
how they’ve changed things. This is all too obvious in the latest attempts by the Legislature to address concerns 
about ground water use. 

These wells, capable of sucking up 100,000 and more gallons of water a day, have helped agriculture thrive, and 
that’s a big deal in the state. While farmers of all stripes benefit from ample water, the so-called high-cap wells 
have also helped usher in a new era of mega-farming, from vast acres of potatoes and vegetables to huge animal 
confinement facilities housing thousands of thirsty animals. Frac sand mining in the state is also drawing huge 
quantities of water, as are other industries and municipalities. 

But almost since their arrival, the big wells have caused oversized problems and lots of hard feelings. 

In the 1980s, researchers like Byron Shaw at UW-Stevens Point learned that high-cap well irrigation was 
causing chemicals and nutrients to leach rapidly into central Wisconsin groundwater. Shaw was treated rudely 
by those who disagreed. Agricultural interests denied, demurred and finally, after damaging scientific reports 
about the links of some chemicals to human health, agreed to a workable groundwater quality law. That seemed 
like a major victory for consensus and good government. We are decidedly short on those commodities today. 

The argument today is over water quantity, now that high-capacity wells have sprung up by the thousands. Big 
agriculture and its lobbyists continue to argue there’s not enough evidence linking pumping to declines in water 
and lake levels. Let’s politely say that’s just not honest. 

Scientists have been making that connection almost since high-cap wells arrived. It is their proliferation that has 
led to problems. Ground and surface waters are interconnected, and there’s ample evidence that pumping has 
hurt surface water levels in heavily irrigated central Wisconsin and elsewhere. 

The big questions are simple in phrasing: Whose water is it? Do some people have more rights to water than 
others? How do we fairly apportion water to those who want it? Wisconsin’s Public Trust Doctrine, which says 
the water belongs to the public, is at stake in the debates. Court decisions and earlier legislative stabs at partial 
solutions have failed to get to the heart of the matter. 

Agriculture’s concerns are understandable. What good is a farm without water? So it’s not a surprise that big 
water users have played kissy-face with Gov. Scott Walker, who never saw a natural resource he didn’t want to 
plunder. Environmental groups are up in arms about this, but in the current political setting, at times it seems 
they’re about as effective as a Chicago Bears quarterback. They may be able to stop a bad bill but can’t pass a 
good one. 

In the middle is an agitated group of citizens in places where ground water supplies have been impacted. They 
are the variable in this debate because their concerns can’t be dismissed as environmental extremism. They’re 
worried about their investments and their property rights, they vote, and there are a lot of them. 

Two current bills are the latest attempts to address water quantity. One, sponsored by Rep. Rick Gudex, R-Fond 
du Lac, would pretty much grant carte blanche prior water rights to high-cap well owners, ushering in Western 
water law in Wisconsin that grants the first user of a water source the right to take that amount indefinitely. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prior-appropriation_water_rights


Gudex denies this, but facts don’t lie. Gudex is also a Farm Bureau member, and the group is actively lobbying 
for the kinds of prior water rights the Gudex bill would provide. 

Another bill, sponsored by Sen. Rob Cowles, R-Allouez, is more reasonable. It seeks to address some of the 
same concerns but acknowledges that pumping is impacting surface waters and tries to address that, however 
delicately. Neither environmentalists nor industry likes it, which probably means it’s the better of the two bills. 
The Cowles bill at least addresses the concept of carrying capacity and regional differences. It’s not perfect, but 
it’s a lot better than the Gudex bill. 

To a large degree, it’s a matter of carrying capacity. Water resources in some areas, like central Wisconsin, are 
under pressure from agriculture and other users. In the latter category, the city of Stevens Point recently sank a 
new municipal well and now finds itself challenged by residents of the nearby town of Hull, who say their 
private wells are drying up. 

So, who will decide? Politicians, with or without science? Courts? Special interests? Stay tuned, and keep your 
eye on the powerful citizen groups that have sprung up pretty much on their own. They may be the best hope for 
a reasonable solution. 
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